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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Oral health is fundamental to overall health. Poor oral health is largely preventable but unacceptable inequalities
exist, particularly for people in rural areas. The issues are complex. Rural populations are characterised by lower rates of health
insurance, higher rates of poverty, less water fluoridation, fewer dentists and oral health specialists, and greater distances to access
care. These factors inter-relate with educational, attitudinal, and system-level issues. An important area of enquiry is whether and
how national oral health policies address causes and solutions for poor rural oral health. The purpose of this study was to examine a
series of government policies on oral health to (i) determine the extent to which such policies addressed rural oral health issues, and
(ii) identify enabling assumptions in policy language about problems and solutions regarding rural communities.
Methods: Eight current oral health policies were identified from Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the USA, England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland, and Wales. Validated content and critical discourse analyses were used to document and explore the concepts in
these policy documents, with a particular focus on the frequency with which rural oral health was mentioned, and the enabling
assumptions in policy language about rural communities.
Results: Seventy-three concepts relating to oral health were identified from the textual analysis of the eight policy documents. The
rural concept addressing oral health issues occurred in only 2% of all policies and was notably absent from the oral health policies of
countries with substantial rural populations. It occurred most frequently in the policy documents from Australia and Scotland, less
so in the policy documents from Canada, Wales, and New Zealand, and not at all in the oral health policies from the US, England,
and Northern Ireland. Thus, the oral health needs of rural communities were generally not the focus of, nor included in, the oral
health policy documents in this study. When the language of concepts related to rural oral health was examined, the qualitative
analysis identified four discourse themes related to both causality and solutions. These ranked discourse themes focused on service
models, workforce issues, social determinants of health, and prevention. None of the policies addressed the structural economic
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determinants of unequal rural oral health, nor did they specifically assert the rights of children in rural communities to equitable oral
health care.
Conclusions: This study documented the limited focus on rural oral health that existed in national oral health policies from eight
different English-speaking countries. It supports the need for an increased focus on rural oral health issues in oral health policies,
particularly as increased oral health is clearly associated with increased general health. It speaks to the critical importance of periodic
analysis of the content of oral health policies to ensure that issues of inequality are addressed. Further, it reinforces the need for
research findings about effective oral health care to be translated into practice in the development of practical and financially viable
policies to make access to oral health care more equitable, particularly for people living in rural and remote areas.
Key words: oral health policy, rural inequality, rural inequity, rural oral health, rural policy.

Introduction
Oral health is fundamental to overall health and wellbeing1,2.
Oral health diseases have a profound and adverse effect on
people’s lives, influencing eating, sleeping, work, and social
function3-6. These diseases are expensive to treat, with dental
care accounting for 5% of the health budget and 16% of the
private health expenditure in the 34 member countries of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)1,7,8. This cost increases when oral health-related
issues such as unplanned hospitalisations for aspiration
pneumonia, heart disease, and diabetes are taken into
account9. Thus, expenses associated with rectifying the effects
of poor oral health have become a major component of the
global public health burden10.
The recognised rural/urban oral health gap is a longestablished part of the public health challenge11. In Australia,
Canada, and the United States, children and adults living in
rural areas have poorer access to dental care, higher rates of
dental caries, and, for adults, greater prevalence of
edentulism (loss of all teeth) than people living in urban
areas12-18. Indigenous children and adults are at particular
risk19,20. Although the oral health of rural Australians
improved over the 17 years between 1987–1988 and 2004–
200621, there were similar improvements in oral health in
capital city areas. Thus, the gap in oral health outcomes
remained as great in 2004–2006 as it was in 1987–198822.

The disparities in oral health between urban and rural areas
are complex. Rural populations are characterised by lower
rates of health insurance, higher rates of poverty, less water
fluoridation, fewer dentists and oral health specialists per
population, and greater distances to travel to access care than
urban populations14,15. These factors interrelate with
educational, attitudinal, and system-level issues15,23.
Regardless of economic differences, in many countries access
to oral health services in rural areas exists as a complicated
health challenge in which biopsychosocial interactions shape
individual and community differences24.
The state of oral and general health in rural and remote
communities may have worsened since the global financial
crisis and the decline of public health and education
infrastructure in many countries25. Addressing poor rural oral
health requires engaging with the socioeconomic and
biological determinants of health, and recognising the
important relationship between poor oral health and chronic
disease risk factors, such as diabetes, heart disease, and
obesity26,27. Facilitating equitable oral health services in rural
areas will therefore require critical engagement with the way
that issues of equity and equality are understood in policy and
government-supported practices. The global oral health
policy of WHO28 has created a framework for explicit
national oral health policy recognising the critical link
between oral health and general health, as well as the unequal
oral health outcomes of disadvantaged communities, such as
rural and Aboriginal communities26. To support the
importance of implementing this framework, a comparative
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analysis of the adequacy of national policy for rural oral health
is a pressing research priority.
The literature over the past decade in particular has suggested
that policy-makers use a wide range of information to
formulate policy29-32. Evidence about 'what works' is often
poorly translated into policy, and political exigencies and
policy-makers’ values can drive decision-making29-34. Policies
developed on faulty assumptions will be ineffective35-39. The
health policy literature from Nutley and colleagues37-40 has
confirmed the value of using sophisticated language-based
analysis to identify enabling assumptions in policy language.
The purpose of the current study was to examine a series of
government policies on oral health, comparing policies in
Australia to those in other English-speaking OECD countries,
to (i) determine the extent to which such policies addressed
rural oral health issues, and (ii) identify the key enabling
assumptions about rural communities in policy language –
what has been defined as a problem (or cause) and what has
been developed as a solution.

Methods
Policy documents
Eight oral health policy guidelines and planning statements,
published since 2000 and written in English, were obtained
from searches of government websites, media releases, and
reports for OECD countries. A complementary literature
search was conducted of 'oral health' OR 'dental' OR
'periodontal' AND 'policy' in Scopus for the health sciences
from 2000 to 2014. The resulting identified policy
documents from eight countries, published between 2004
and 2012, were as follows: Healthy mouths, healthy lives:
Australia’s national oral health plan 2004–201341; Good oral
health for all, for life: The strategic vision for oral health in New
Zealand42; Oral health program, strategic plan for the USA, 2011–
201443; A Canadian oral health strategy – 2005–201044;
Choosing better oral health: An oral health plan for England45; An
action plan for improving oral health and modernising NHS dental
services in Scotland46; Oral health strategy for Northern Ireland47;

and Together for health: A national oral health plan for Wales
(2013–18), a draft document that was later adopted48. The
documents were scrutinised for relevance by an international
oral health colleague, not involved in the study, who was
familiar with comparative oral health policy developments.

Data analysis
The analysis was conducted in two stages. First, the
documents were uploaded into Leximancer, a Bayesianbased, validated content analysis program49. In an initial
analysis, the software automatically generated a corpus of
policy-related terms. This corpus was reviewed by the
researchers to ensure all selected terms were relevant to
policy problems and solutions in rural oral health and to add
any needed terms. Machine-selected terms included 'rural,
Aboriginal, children, government, dental, practitioners,
interventions’; added researcher-selected terms included
'culturally and linguistically diverse groups, disability, elderly'
and 'special needs'. The number of concepts programmed for
selection in subsequent steps in the analysis was intentionally
large to ensure that the conceptual architecture of the policy
documents was thoroughly scoped and no important term
was missed. The final corpus of terms enabled a quantitative
scoping of key concepts related to rural oral health in the
content of the eight policy documents.
The second stage of the investigation focused on a qualitative
discourse analysis of how policy problems and solutions about
rural oral health were constructed in the eight documents.
Critical discourse analysis is an application that allows
researchers to examine how language works in subtle ways to
reproduce or naturalise certain assumptions and make them
seem unquestioned50. For this study, a discourse was defined
as a distinct set of language (or block of text) that represented
assumptions about causality versus language about policy
solutions51. When discourses included both content about
causality and solutions, the blocks of text were further
analysed to determine an individual focus. To conduct this
critical discourse analysis, a rural health researcher (the third
author) with a policy and critical discourse background,
worked iteratively to (a) group each reference to rural oral
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health in terms of whether it was about causes or solutions,
(b) describe the assumptions used in the policy language
about causes and solutions, based on the evidence in the
language sets, (c) classify assumptions about causes and
solutions in the language sets in terms of key discourses, (d)
rank order the key discourses to identify the hierarchy of
discourses, from dominant to least dominant, then (e) link
and refine the descriptions to develop findings about the way
the assumptions were represented across the identified
hierarchy of discourses.
These iterative findings were examined by a second
investigator (the first author), a senior oral health practitioner
and epidemiologist, to confirm that there were no important
or systematic omissions, and that the findings were
reasonable in light of the evidence of the policy documents.

Ethics approval
The Tasmanian Social Science Ethics Committee advised
that ethics approval was unnecessary for this study because
only existing published oral health policy documents were
being accessed.

Results
Key oral health policy concepts, including rural oral
health
Seventy-three concepts relating to oral health were identified
from the textual analysis of the eight policy documents.
Excluding concepts such as 'dental’, 'health’, and 'service',
which were common across the policy documents, the
language of the oral health policies was dominated (85%) by
concepts related to the dental workforce (40%), scope of
practice (35%), and practitioner development (10%).
Examples of dental workforce concepts included
'prosthetists', 'assistants', and 'hygienists'; scope of practice
concepts included 'treatment', 'orthodontic', and 'standards';
and practitioner development concepts included
'recruitment', funding', and 'training'. The remaining 15% of

identified concepts included the concepts of 'nutrition',
'residential', 'department', 'cultural', 'deprivation', and 'rural'.
The 'rural' concept occurred with only a 2% frequency in oral
health policy language. When all 73 concepts were mapped
to provide a visual display of the non-statistical linkages
among concepts (Fig1), the 'rural' concept (sphere 1)
typically was connected to service delivery concepts including
'care', 'quality', 'access', and 'barriers' (sphere 1), and situated
close to workforce concepts (sphere 2). The concept of
'determinants' (sphere 3) occurred less frequently (1%). This
concept was not linked to the 'rural' concept but was linked
to the concept of 'health' (sphere 4), which was common to
all policy documents, either directly or indirectly. When
concepts were paired to examine their likelihood of cooccurrence, the 'rural' concept occurred most frequently
with the concepts of 'students' (43%, sphere 1), 'recruitment'
(36%, sphere 1), 'Aboriginal' (30%, sphere 5) and 'Torres
Strait Islander' (29%, sphere 5).
There were differences in the frequency of occurrence of the
'rural' concept when the oral health policy documents from
the eight countries were examined individually. The 'rural'
concept occurred most frequently in the policy documents
from Australia and Scotland, where it had a 7% and 4%,
respectively, likelihood of occurring. The 'rural' concept was
notably absent from the oral health policies of countries with
substantial rural populations, occurring 1% of the time in the
policy documents from Canada, Wales and New Zealand, and
not at all in the oral health policies from the USA, England,
and Northern Ireland.

Dominant discourses in policy language about rural
oral health
The qualitative analysis of the language in the 'rural' oral
health concept identified four discourses across policy
language about causes and solutions. These discourses were
based on assumptions about 'service models', 'workforce',
'social determinants of health', and 'prevention'.
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Figure 1: Map showing concepts identified from the content analysis of oral health policy documents from eight
countries. The 'rural' concept is found in sphere 1 and is connected to service delivery concepts (sphere 1) and
workforce concepts (sphere 2). The concept of 'determinants' is found in sphere 3; 'health' in sphere 4 and
'Aboriginal/Torres Strait islander' in sphere 5.

Causal policy language: Causal policy language in
discourses that focused on 'service models' was identified
primarily in the policy documents from Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, and Scotland. The assumptions in this
policy language varied, ranging from an access-economy
assumption to do with 'who pays?' (Australia) to assumptions
about the importance of declining infrastructure (New
Zealand), cultural barriers presented by service delivery
(Canada), and service design and complexity itself as a barrier
to service delivery (Scotland).
A discourse on 'workforce' formed a less dominant but
important body of causal policy in the documents from
Australia and Scotland. In this workforce discourse,
inequalities in rural oral health were assumed to be caused in

part by unequal access to an adequate oral health workforce,
and also to a specialised workforce. There was an assumption
that rural and Aboriginal communities had equal rights to a
culturally appropriate workforce; however, it was assumed
that such rights could not always be exercised because of the
many complex social factors that sift and sort health
professionals into different geographical destinations.
A discourse on 'social determinants' was less evident across all
policy documents but was particularly prominent in
Australian oral health policy. This discourse focused on the
assumptions of efficiency and economy in dealing with the
complex, multifaceted, and challenging relationship between
low socioeconomic status and unequal rural oral health.
Assumptions about equity and social justice were scarce,
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although there were implied assumptions about the
behavioural
culpability
of
people
who
were
socioeconomically disadvantaged.
Causal discourses related to prevention were not evident in
language about rural oral health policy.
Solution-related policy language: Two dominant
policy discourses were identified about solutions to inequality
in rural oral health: (i) a discourse about service models
(prominent in the policies from Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, and Wales), followed by (ii) a discourse about
workforce (prominent in the policies from Australia, Canada,
and Scotland). These solution-related policy discourses
paralleled those identified in the causal-related discourses.
The discourse about service models focused on access to
dental care. The discourse about workforce solutions focused
on assumptions about the value of an expanded scope of
practice, financial incentives, and improved workplace
arrangements. Notably, the Australian policy emphasised
'rural origins' and 'rural exposure' as important assumptions
about workforce development.
The least dominant cause- and solution-related policy discourse
regarding the inequality in rural oral health was about prevention.
This discourse was evident in the oral health policy documents
from Australia and Canada, with the Canadian policy emphasising
workforce preparation for prevention as a possible solution. The
discourse on prevention shared the assumption that modifiable oral
health behaviours were critical to improving unequal oral health
outcomes. The importance of early childhood prevention was
emphasised, but the right of all children to equal oral healthcare
was not asserted. The Australian policy emphasised a community
development approach to address inequality in rural oral health
and positioned fluoridation as a key prevention solution for rural
communities.

Discussion
The combination of validated content and critical discourse
analyses in this study offered a valuable way in which to

examine a series of OECD government policies about oral
health and the inequalities that exist in Australia and
internationally for people in rural communities. This
combined method of analysis allowed an exploration of the
concepts in policy documents and the enabling assumptions in
policy language about rural communities – what has been
defined as a problem, and what has been developed as a
solution.
Of the 73 concepts identified in oral health policies from the
eight OECD countries, the 'rural' concept occurred with only
a 2% frequency. Thus, the oral health needs of rural
communities were generally not the focus of, nor included
in, the oral health policy documents in this study. When the
language of concepts related to rural oral health was
examined in more detail, four discourse themes of policy
language related to both causality and solutions were
identified. These ranked discourse themes focused on
assumptions related to service models, workforce issues,
social determinants of health, and prevention.
A factor common to the four identified thematic discourses
was that they did not appear to be well informed by sound
evidence and theory26-31. Narratives about the importance of
service models were produced without recognition of the
rights of people in rural communities to equitable oral health
care, particularly for children and older adults. As it is
unlikely that oral health services in rural areas will ever be
equal to those in urban areas, the important issue here is
equity rather than equality, and policies need to recognise
and emphasise the nuanced difference between these two
concepts. The recent change in the USA under the Obama
presidency to make health care accessible and available for all
reinforces the right of people in rural areas to equitable oral
health in that country52. It is hoped that promoting equitable
oral health in rural areas will continue under the Trump
presidency.
Workforce issues in the examined policies often were
assumed not to present distinct challenges in rural contexts.
When policy documents referred to rural communities, they
did not address the known socioeconomic drivers of unequal
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rural oral health24. Assumptions in policy language suggested
that behavioural features of rural communities, rather than
economic structural forces, lay at the heart of oral health
inequality. There was a minimal focus on the prevention of
inequalities in oral health in rural areas.
Overall, the analysis of the eight international policy
documents suggested that the details of inequalities in rural
oral health were situated within the larger conceptual
architecture of oral health policy on service delivery,
workforce development, socioeconomic determinants of
health, and prevention. On one level, this conceptual
approach may make sense. However, this larger conceptual
approach also raised questions about how well the
distinctiveness of service delivery and workforce issues in
rural oral health were understood, and thus conveyed, in the
policy documents. The approach also raised questions about
whether and how well policies on oral health connected
unequal rural health to socioeconomic causality and a focus
on prevention.
The International Association for Dental Research53 has
asserted that inequities in rural oral health, like inequities in
general health, arise not simply from economic disparities but
also from the policies that are purported to address such
inequities. In the current study, the findings from the analysis
of oral health policies in eight English-speaking OECD
countries supported this assertion. For example, the
Australian oral health policy emphasised that the largely
private structure of dental services was a major part of the
policy challenge for rural populations with unequal oral
health. This finding resulted from a discourse about access
and economy that centred on the cost of private oral health
services. The discourse was conducted in a context in which
private health insurance rebates from government were
assisting mostly higher income earners, and people with
lower incomes needing oral health services had long waiting
lists41. The New Zealand oral health policy placed greater
emphasis on the challenge of economic disadvantage, focusing
on declining rural and Indigenous oral health as one of
declining public infrastructure and capacity42. In the Canadian
oral health policy, unequal rural oral health was more

strongly narrated as being about 'social access' or the cultural
match between service models and clients, especially
Aboriginal people and people from low socioeconomic
backgrounds44.
More and more links are being found between poor oral
health and poor general health and this is a particular concern
for children and adults in rural areas. Earlier studies
documented that periodontal pathogens can cross the
placental barrier54,55, may be associated with pre-term/lowweight births56,57, but can be reduced through periodontal
treatment58. More recent studies have shown that diabetes
and periodontal disease are biologically linked59,60. Further,
periodontitis adversely affects glycaemic control, a critical
factor in diabetes prevention60, and periodontal treatment is
an important factor in improving glycaemic imbalance10,61.
Periodontal disease also is thought to increase the risk for
cardiovascular disease. For example, severe periodontitis has
been associated with adverse changes in blood pressure and
serum cholesterol levels62. In addition, it is possible that the
accumulation of periodontal pathogens may increase the risk
for respiratory tract infections, including aspiration
pneumonia and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease63.
Although the potential mechanisms are obscure, the most
direct one involves the aspiration of pathogenic oral bacteria
into the lungs. Well-controlled studies have documented the
effectiveness of systematic oral care in preventing or reducing
aspiration pneumonia and pneumonia-related transfers to
hospital for adults with dementia64,65. Hence, if oral health
policies were developed with a more specific focus on rural
issues, the implementation of such policies would also
facilitate improved general health outcomes for rural
populations.
Those who provide oral health care in rural areas need to
appreciate the theoretical and conceptual steps involved in
policy development in order to communicate effectively in
the effort to facilitate the connection between equitable
service delivery and policy for people in rural communities.
Similarly, policy developers need to recognise the role of
practitioners. Practitioners may gravitate more to
highlighting the actual social events needed to influence
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policy at any given time, thus focusing on the need to set
policy agendas from a socio-cognitive perspective to
recognise the implicit disadvantages, including access to oral
health services, related to rural communities66. This need of
practitioners to argue for immediate experience-relevant
policies may prevent them from seeing the benefits of a
structured agenda-setting approach based on the processes of
(a) recognising the seriousness of a problem, (b) highlighting
the feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and public resonance of the
problem, (c) developing effective working relationships with
elected officials who can advocate for the issue, and (d)
creating or seizing windows of opportunity67. Clearly, there
are advantages in melding both approaches with input from
all stakeholders to develop public policies to broaden
awareness of the need for oral health services and the
availability of these services in rural areas. Subsequent
investigations of the effectiveness of innovative models to
implement value-based policies need to be outcome-based,
documenting the use of services over time and the effect on
health outcomes to ensure that policies guiding oral health
services deliver what the evidence says is best for the care of
people in rural communities.
After the analysis for this article was completed, the
Australian National Oral Health Plan 2015–2024 was
endorsed by the Australian Commonwealth and state
governments68. Its discourse was similar to the previous plan.
Further research is needed on why the oral health of people
living in rural areas is poorer than the oral health of people in
metropolitan areas, why oral health policy does not reflect
the research evidence, and methods of ensuring that it does.

Limitations
The search of published reports in English from OECD
countries for this study was thorough. However, one
potential limitation is that there may be other policies in nonOECD countries that address rural oral health that were not
addressed. A second potential limitation is the use of
Leximancer. Although Leximancer is a well-accepted
research tool, it measures the frequency of policy

recommendations, rather than the importance given to those
policy recommendations.

Conclusions
This study documented the limited focus on rural oral health
issues that existed in a series of national oral health policies
from eight different English-speaking countries. It identified
language relating to causality and solutions in references to
rural oral health, forming four main discourses about service
models, workforce, socioeconomic factors, and prevention.
It demonstrated that a service model discourse dominated the
other discourses across policies about both causality and
solutions. A workforce discourse formed a lesser but
important dominant discourse. A discourse of policy about
ostensible socioeconomic causality was present but third in
order of dominance. A discourse about solution-oriented
prevention was the least present discourse in references to
rural oral health concerns across all documents. These
findings support the need for an increased and specific focus
on rural oral health issues in oral health policy documents,
particularly as increased oral health is clearly associated with
increased general health. The study speaks to the critical
importance of periodic analysis of the content of oral health
policies to ensure that issues of inequality are addressed. Such
periodic analysis also is important to ensure that research
findings about effective oral health care are translated into
practice in the development of practical and financially viable
policies to make access to oral health care more equitable,
particularly for people living in rural and remote areas.
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